
Quaestio: How did geography and 
war shape societies of Ancient Greece??

Nunc Agenda: See sheet



Minoans
• Non-Greek civilization on island of Crete
• Heavily involved in maritime trade with 

Egypt, Levant, Asia Minor, and mainland 
Greece

• Geographic isolation and superior ships à
few threats à mostly peaceful

• Cultural Characteristics
– Practiced Bull Jumping
– Men wore loincloths, women wore tailored 

dresses open in the front
– Women had more freedom than later Greece
– Frescoes- Large murals painted onto wet 

plaster
– Linear A: Undeciphered writing system
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What do many female 
goddesses suggest 
about the role of 
women in both 
Minoan and Indus 
Valley societies?Minoan

Indus















Minoans
• Minoan Civilization collapsed between 1600-

1200 after volcanic eruption on nearby island 
caused
– Earthquakes destroying palaces
– Tidal wave destroying fleet of ships
– Raining Ash destroying crops
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Mycenaeans
• Greek-speaking Indo Europeans, 

“Hellenes”
• Occupied mainland Greece by 

1400 BCE and later took over 
Crete

• Linear B: script used to write in 
Greek, adapted from Minoan 
Linear A

• More focused on warfare than 
Minoans

• Fought in the Trojan War against 
Troy on the coast of Anatolia



Trojan War
How did the real cause of the Trojan War differ from the cause 

presented by the poet Homer in his telling of the story?



Homer the Poet
How were the epics of Homer composed? Do you think 
Homer was a real person? Do you think the stories of 
Homer possess any historical value? Why or why not?



Dorian Invasion
What was the impact of the invasions by Dorian Greeks 

on the early Greek world? (Don’t miss anything)



Review: Bronze Age Collapse
• Period around 1200-1100 when many 

civilizations around the Mediterranean 
collapsed, due to
– Volcanic eruption in Iceland
– Climate change leading to wetter 

Central Europe but drier Eastern 
Mediterranean region

– Indo-European migrations
– Invasions by the mysterious “Sea 

Peoples”
– LEADS TO: Decline in trade, 

making Bronze production difficult, 
while at the same time, cheaply 
produced iron weapons allow for 
larger armies, so power shifts to 
new peoples





Dorian Invasion
• Dorians: New Greek group 

who invade Greece from 
North

• Conquered, enslaved, or 
pushed out many of the 
Mycenean Greeks, who fled 
to the Greek Islands, the 
Ionian Coast of Anatolia 
(Asia Minor), and possibly 
elsewhere in the 
Mediterranean
– Maybe they were one of the 

invading Sea Peoples!



Greek Dark Ages
• Period where writing 

disappears and civilization 
declines
– Called “Dark” because we 

have no records of the time
• People live in small 

disconnected villages
• Oral Tradition: Epic poets 

like Homer pass on stories 
about the past mixed with 
myths, later written down as 
the Iliad and the Odyssey



Classical Greece
• By around 750 BCE, Greek 

civilization starts to make a 
comeback

• Maritime (water-based) 
trade brings new writing 
system, the Greek 
alphabet, based off 
Phoenician alphabet

• Greek communities evolve 
into city states (sing. Polis, 
pl. Poleis) with different 
forms of government (see 
chart)









Geography
• Mountains and sea separated people from each other 

which led to a lack of unity between Greeks, who often 
fought each other and developed unique identities and 
governments

• Mountainous terrain that limited farming plus access to 
the sea led to an importance of trade



Democratic Athens
• Polis on the eastern coast of 

mainland Greece
• Started out as a monarchy in 700 

BCE, but later evolved into an 
aristocracy, then an oligarchy, 
and finally, as people demanded 
more rights and better treatment, 
it became the worlds first 
democracy!

• Reforms
– 594 BCE- Solon gave more power 

to the Assembly (open forum for all 
citizens), more government 
positions for people, easier to get 
citizenship



Democratic Athens
– 507 BCE- Cleisthenes created 

legislature: “Council of 500” made 
up of randomly chosen citizens to 
make laws

• Citizens = Free Male 
Landowners; excluded women, 
slaves, merchants

• Athens: Direct Democracy 
(citizens vote on laws)

• USA: Representative 
Democracy (citizens vote for 
representatives who vote for 
laws)



Militaristic Sparta
• Inland polis on the 

Peloponnesian peninsula
• Descended from Dorians who 

conquered and enslaved locals, 
the Messenians, who became 
the Helots, a class of slaves 
required by birth to work as 
peasant farmers for Sparta

• Helots outnumbered Spartans 7 
to 1, so the Spartans became 
highly trained warriors, not to 
fight invaders, but to prevent their 
slaves from revolting

• Spartan law allowed the killing of 
a Helot with no punishment



AthensVS Sparta



Militaristic Sparta
• Inland polis on the 

Peloponnesian peninsula
• Descended from Dorians who 

conquered and enslaved locals, 
the Messenians, who became 
the Helots, a class of slaves 
required by birth to work as 
peasant farmers for Sparta
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highly trained warriors, not to 
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slaves from revolting

• Spartan law allowed the killing of 
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Persian Wars
• Achaemenid 

Persian Empire 
expanded into Asia 
Minor, all the way 
to the Ionian Coast 
where many Greeks 
lived

• The Ionians 
rebelled, and 
Athens sent ships 
to aid them, which 
angered the 
Persians























Persian Wars
• Darius sent his 

forces to invade 
Athens, but the 
two armies met 
in battle at 
Marathon (north 
of Athens), and 
the Athenians 
were the the 
surprise winners!



Persian Wars
• The Persians had 

sent some of 
their army away 
on ships to head 
to Athens, and 
the Athenians 
defeated those 
who remained 
because of tight 
Phalanx 
formation























Persian Wars
• Xerxes, son of Darius, 

came back years later 
to invade from the 
North

• 300 Spartans met the 
Persians at the 
narrow pass of 
Thermopylae, and 
used that geography 
to their advantage to 
funnel the larger 
force toward their 
phalanx wall













Persian Wars
• Traitor told the 

Persians of a 
secret side path 
to get behind the 
Spartans, 
defeating them, 
but it bought 
time for the rest 
of the Greeks to 
prepare defense





Persian Wars
• Athens was 

evacuated and the 
Persians destroyed it, 
but the Greeks, led by 
Athens, tricked the 
Persians by 
pretending to 
surrender, and then 
surprising them with 
their smaller but 
faster ships at 
Salamis, defeated the 
Persians and chased 
them out of Greece!












